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Abstract—Video live streaming is gaining prevalence among
video streaming services, especially for the delivery of popular
sporting events. Many objective Video Quality Assessment
(VQA) models have been developed to predict the perceptual
quality of videos. Appropriate databases that exemplify the
distortions encountered in live streaming videos are important
to designing and learning objective VQA models. Towards
making progress in this direction, we built a video quality
database specifically designed for live streaming VQA research.
The new video database is called the Laboratory for Image
and Video Engineering (LIVE) Live stream Database. The
LIVE Livestream Database includes 315 videos of 45 contents
impaired by 6 types of distortions. We also performed a
subjective quality study using the new database, whereby
more than 12,000 human opinions were gathered from 40
subjects. We demonstrate the usefulness of the new resource by
performing a holistic evaluation of the performance of current
state-of-the-art (SOTA) VQA models. The LIVE Livestream
database is being made publicly available for these purposes at
https://live.ece.utexas.edu/research/LIVE APV Study/apv index.
html.

Index Terms—live streaming, video quality assessment, video
quality database, objective VQA algorithm evaluation

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a variety of factors that can adversely affect the

quality of live streaming videos. For example, bandwidth and

stability may affect the received video source quality because

of variations in compression, stalls, or scaling. Compression

can cause blocking, banding, motion mismatches, and local

flicker [1], while scaling can lead to aliasing or interpolation

artifacts [2]. If the network connection is unstable or the bitrate

inadequate, then frame drops may also occur. If a legacy

capture device is used, the source videos might be distorted by

interlacing or judder, especially when there is a rapid motion.

If the video content is acquired in an interlaced format, and

is then deinterlaced, the resulting video may exhibit combing

effects, flicker or noticeable line movements.

The development of video quality assessment (VQA) mod-

els and datasets has been an ongoing effort for two decades

[3]–[15]. While objective VQA models aim to predict the

perceptual quality of videos without the involvement of hu-

mans [16], [17], human subjective quality studies make it

possible to better understand and model the specific factors

that contribute to the perceived quality of streaming videos.

This data can be used to design or learn objective models that

are consistent with subjective human evaluations of quality.

There have been many efforts to build subjective video quality

databases. Among those, the LIVE VQA Database [3], the

LIVE QoE Database for HTTP-based Video Streaming [18]

and the LIVE Mobile Video Quality Database [19] consists

of various video distortions encountered in video streaming

including compression, packet-losses, and video stalls. Simi-

larly, the MCL-V database [20], and the TUM databases [21],

contain several synthesized videos with H.264 compression.

Yet none of these databases are specifically designed for live

streaming distortions. Among existing datasets, most include

fewer than 20 pristine source video contents of Standard

Definition (SD) or High Definition (HD) resolutions, along

with various distorted versions of them. The distortions in

these resources are largely limited to compression and aliasing,

and the datasets lack other live streaming distortions. What is

needed is a database of higher resolution (UHD), high-quality

source videos that have been processed to include distortions

characteristic of those encountered in live streaming scenarios.

Towards filling this gap, we have created a new resource

that we call the LIVE Livestream Database, which includes a

large number of high motion sports videos, impaired by the

most common distortions that impact the perceptual quality of

live streamed videos. The new database contains 315 videos,

impaired by six types of common processing distortions. The

LIVE Livestream database consists of Full High Definition

(FHD) and Ultra High Definition (UHD) videos of high-

motion sports content captured by professional videographers.

Using these videos, we conducted a large human subjective

study, whereby we presented the videos to a large pool

of volunteers to obtain Mean Opinion Scores (MOS). To

demonstrate the usefulness of the new dataset, we used it to

perform a holistic evaluation of current state-of-the-art VQA

models, to compare their performance and to gain insights into

potential future live streaming VQA problems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,

we explain the details of the construction of new database

and the protocol of the human study. Section III compares the

performances of various state of the art (SOTA) VQA models

on the new database. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper

with thoughts regarding future efforts.



II. SUBJECTIVE STUDY

A. Source Sequences

We collected 33 uncompressed, high-quality, freely avail-

able online videos from multiple sources, including from Tam-

pere University [22], the MCML Group [23], the Netflix Public

Dataset [24], the VQEG HD3 Dataset [25], the Consumer

Digital Video Library (CDVL) [26], and the SJTU Media Lab

[27]. All of the selected videos were captured with profes-

sional, high-end camera equipment and are distortion-free. The

original pristine videos all have resolutions of 1920x1080 or

3840x2160 pixels, and were progressively scanned in YUV

4:2:0 format with audio components removed. The videos have

frame rates ranging from 25 fps to 30 fps. The video contents

include 15 different types of sports, including running, foot-

ball, and soccer, and one video of the audience in a stadium,

as exemplified in Fig. 1.

The original 33 videos that we collected are of durations

ranging from 5s to 26s, and we manually cropped the orig-

inal videos into shorter clips of about 7 seconds. 45 video

clips were created from the 33 originals, of which 22 clips

are of resolution 1920x1080 and 23 clips are of resolution

3840x2160.

B. Synthetic Distortions

Six distorted video sequences were created from each of

the pristine sequences, using six different distortion processes.

These included H.264 compression, aliasing, judder, flicker,

frame drops, and interlacing. When applying different levels

of each distortion type, we sequenced through the reference

sequences such that each would have only a single severity

level of each distortion type. For example, four levels of H.264

compression, corresponding to different constant rate factors

(CRF) were defined. The first reference video could only be

compressed using the first CRF level, the second reference was

only compressed using the second CRF level, and so on. The

fifth source video then had the first level of distortion applied.

However, to ensure that there would be no content-related

quality bias, the first video in the quality level cycle was also

sequenced as subsequent distortions were applied. In this way,

each of the 45 clips taken from the original 45 pristine source

videos has 6 associated distorted versions of it, yielding 315

videos.

1) H.264 Compression (c): H.264 remains the most widely-

accepted and used video compression standard. We fixed

four levels of H.264 compression using the criteria described

earlier, by varying the CRF values. CRF level 1 videos have

perceptual qualities similiar to the reference videos, while

those of the worst (CRF level 4) videos exhibit obvious

compression artifacts. All of the compressed videos were

generated using FFmpeg.

2) Aliasing: Aliasing was simulated by first downscaling

each video, then upscaling it back to its original dimensions.

The downscaling was performed by spatially downsampling

the video to half the original size without the use of an

anti-aliasing filter, while the upscaling was performed using

a Lanczos filter.

3) Judder: Motion judder is an artifact that is introduced

when scenes shot at 23.94 fps are converted to 29.97 fps

by a process called 3:2 pulldown. The ratio of these frame

rates is 4:5: for every 4 input frames, 5 output frames were

created by temporally downsampling the video to 23.94 fps

using FFMPEG, then converting the frame rate to 29.97 by

3:2 pulldown. The odd video field of every 2nd frame, and the

even video field of every 3rd frame of each group of 4 frames

were combined to form an additional frame, for each group

of 4 frames. This process is shown in Fig. 3.

4) Flicker: We simulated flicker distortion from compres-

sion by alternating the H.264 quantization parameter (QP) on

the video. Three pairs of QPs were chosen to form three

flicker distortion levels: QP26 and QP32, QP26 and QP38,

and QP26 and QP44. The flicker rate, which is the number

of QP alternations per second, was kept a constant roughly 5

Hz i.e. by alternating the QP every 3 frames. This process is

depicted in Fig. 2.

5) Frame Drops: We simulated video frame losses that

occur when a source video is transmitted over a channel, such

as a wireless network. We simulated frame drop clusters of

adjacent frames to account for 10%-30% of a group of pictures

(GOP). Three levels of frame drop densities were chosen: 3,

6 and 9 frames per cluster, yielding a slight to severe impact

on the perceptual qualities of the videos.

6) Interlacing (i): On each frame of the video, the even and

odd lines were separated to form two fields, field A and field

B. Field B from each current frame and field A from each next

frame were then combined to create interlaced frames. In the

presence of motion, combing effects become evident. Since

interlaced video fields are captured at different moments in

time, interlaced frames often exhibit motion combing artifacts,

when objects move quickly enough to be at different positions

in each field.

C. Subjective Testing Design

In the human study, a single-stimulus (SS) method was

employed, as described in the ITU-R BT 500.13 recommen-

dation [28]. The subjects used a rating bar to record their

subjective opinion scores. After displaying each of the test

videos, a continuous rating bar was displayed on the screen

with a randomly placed cursor. The quality bar was marked

with labels “Bad,” “Poor,” “Fair,” “Good,” and “Excellent” to

facilitate the subjects in making decisions. The subjects use a

Palette gear console to provide subjective scores. Video rating

scores were given after watching each video on an (invisible)

scale ranging from 0 to 100, where 0 indicates the worst

quality and 100 indicates the best quality.

D. Subjective Testing Environment and Display

The human study was carried out in the LIVE Subjective

study room at The University of Texas at Austin. The Lab was

arranged to simulate a living room environment. The windows

were covered, and background distractions were removed.

A Samsung UN65RU7100FXZA Flat 65-Inch 4K UHD TV

was used to display all of the videos. The viewing distance



Fig. 1. Sample screen shots from the gathered video sequences.

Fig. 2. Three levels of flicker synthesis. Video flicker is generated by altering the QP levels on the videos. Three combinations of QP values are used to
generate different flicker levels.

Fig. 3. Simulation of motion judder from 3:2 pulldown. (a) Original frames
at 23.94 fps. (b) Odd video fields. (c) Even video fields (d) Resulting frames
formed by interlacing odd and even fields at 29.97 fps

was about 2H, where H is the height of the TV so that the

subjects could comfortably view the videos and assess the

video distortions.

Since the TV is able to upscale 1080p content using an

unknown algorithm, all of the 1080p videos were instead

upscaled using the Lanczos resizing function to avoid any

unpredictable effects. The 1080p videos were upscaled to 4K,

after the distortions were applied. To ensure perfect playback,

all of the videos were stored as raw YUV 4:2:0 files. The

powerful Venueplayer application developed by VideoClarity

was used to guarantee smooth playback of the 4K videos.

E. Human Subjects and Score Processing

A total of 40 human subjects were recruited from the student

population at The University of Texas at Austin. Two of

the subjects finished only one of the two sessions, and the

rest 38 human subjects finished both sessions. 154 videos

were rated by 40 subjects, while 161 videos were rated by

38 subjects. The subject pool was inexperienced with video

quality assessment and video distortions.
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Fig. 4. Box plot comparing MOS against distortion type for both considered
video resolutions. The labels on the horizontal axis represent: f: flicker; j:
judder; c: compression; a: aliasing; i: interlacing; d: frame drop and o: original
(reference videos).

Subjective Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) were computed as

described in [29]. A box plot of the calculated MOS score is

shown in Fig. 4. The distorted video classes exhibit different

distributions, since they reflect different types and levels of

distortion. The purely temporal distortions–interlacing, judder,

and frame drops–yielded similiar ranges of MOS for 1080p

and 4K videos. However, aliasing resulted in very different

MOS ranges, likely because of the additional upscaling of

1080p videos when displayed on the 4K TV.

III. OBJECTIVE VQA MODEL COMPARISON

We evaluated several publicly available objective VQA

algorithms on the LIVE Livestream Database to demonstrate

the usefulness of the new resource. The performances of the

objective VQA algorithms were evaluated using the Spear-



TABLE I
SROCC OF THE COMPARED NR VQA MODELS. THE SCORES OF THE TOP PERFORMING ALGORITHM ARE BOLDFACED

ALGORITHM OVERALL COMPRESSION ALIASING JUDDER FLICKER FRAME DROP INTERLACING

NIQE 0.3232 0.3175 0.3060 0.2863 0.3332 0.2842 0.2780

BRISQUE 0.6381 0.5748 0.7564 0.8235 0.6574 0.2569 0.8689

VIIDEO 0.0044 0.0053 0.0073 0.0055 0.0013 0.0024 0.0064

CORNIA 0.6778 0.6873 0.7853 0.8390 0.5861 0.2776 0.8864

HIGRADE 0.6916 0.5748 0.6965 0.7729 0.6295 0.6057 0.8266

V-BLIINDS 0.7330 0.6450 0.7606 0.8679 0.6182 0.7131 0.8060

TLVQM 0.7503 0.5614 0.7420 0.8328 0.6202 0.8555 0.8173

ChipQA-0 0.7513 0.6594 0.7791 0.8513 0.6491 0.6780 0.8534

TABLE II
PLCC OF THE COMPARED NR VQA MODELS. THE SCORES OF THE TOP PERFORMING ALGORITHM ARE BOLDFACED.

ALGORITHM OVERALL COMPRESSION ALIASING JUDDER FLICKER FRAME DROP INTERLACING

NIQE 0.4962 0.4983 0.4820 0.3860 0.2848 0.2849 0.2850

BRISQUE 0.6698 0.7345 0.9321 0.8726 0.7268 0.3902 0.9118

VIIDEO 0.1271 0.1222 0.1222 0.1235 0.1247 0.1256 0.1259

CORNIA 0.7257 0.8243 0.9472 0.8642 0.5871 0.2138 0.9216

HIGRADE 0.6990 0.6913 0.9311 0.8014 0.6402 0.6025 0.8699

V-BLIINDS 0.7477 0.8055 0.9202 0.9200 0.7086 0.7443 0.8873

TLVQM 0.7513 0.6788 0.9273 0.8914 0.7724 0.8738 0.8358

ChipQA-0 0.7565 0.7783 0.9490 0.9071 0.6609 0.6945 0.9075

man’s Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (SROCC) and the

Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC).

A. Performance of VQA Models

The NR VQA algorithms that were tested include NIQE

[30], BRISQUE [31], HIGRADE [32], CORNIA [33],

TLVQM [34], VIIDEO [35], V-BLIINDS [36], and ChipQA-

0 [37]. BRISQUE, HIGRADE, CORNIA, TLVQM, V-

BLIINDS, and ChipQA-0 are supervised learning algorithms

that use a support vector regressor (SVR) to learn mappings

from ’quality-aware’ features to mean opinion scores. These

algorithms were tested on 1000 random train-test splits. On

each split, 80% of the data was used for training, and 20%

for testing. Care was taken to ensure that no content could

appear in both the training and testing set, or the training and

validation set. NIQE, BRISQUE and HIGRADE are image

quality assessment (IAQ) algorithms, so they were used to

extract features frame by frame, followed by temporal average

pooling.

For the unsupervised methods (NIQE and VIIDEO), the

scores s were passed through a nonlinear logistic regression

process before the PLCC, as described in [29]. The perfor-

mances of the compared VQA models on the entire database,

as well as for each synthetic distortion, are shown in Tables

I and II, where the best performing model on each distortion

category is boldfaced. The results for each specific distortion

were acquired by training the SVR on the reference sequences

and the specific distorted sequences.

B. Discussion of Results

From Tables I, and II, it may be observed that V-BLIINDS

performed the best among the compared NR VQA algorithms,

while TLVQM and ChipQA-0 also achieved relatively higher

correlations against the human judgments. These learning-

based models use simple measurements of motion, which is

highly relevant on these kinds of videos. CORNIA yielded top

performances on compression, aliasing, and interlacing, all of

which present strong spatial aspects of distortion. However,

the overall performance of CORNIA was lower than that

of V-BLIINDS, TLVQM, and ChipQA-0, due to the lack

of temporal information, e.g., when processing frame drops,

TLVQM was able to effectively capture the perceptual effects

of frame drops, but its performance drops on the compression

and flicker distortions.

IV. CONCLUSION

We created a large scale video quality database targeting

high-motion, live streaming scenarios. The new resource in-

cludes 45 different contents and 6 different distortion types.

The new database can be used to create, test, and compare

both VQA models. We are making the new LIVE Livestream

database publicly available. Future steps include developing

new VQA models using the proposed database.
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